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ABSTR A CT
Plotted and tabulated heat transfer data from the thin-skin thermocouple
test phase of a Joint AEDC-MSFC experimental test program are presented
herein. This document being designated as Volume II of III presents data
representative of the reentry event of the booster alone configuration.
Volume I of this series presents heat transfer data applicable to the As-
cent Configuration, Booster plus Orbiter Configuration.
The model from which these data were generated is a 0.009 scale replica of
the Convair B-15B-2 Delta Wing Booster. The test was conducted in the AEDC
VKF 50-Inch Hypersonic Tunnel B at a nominal freestream Mach 8, Reynolds
number 3.7 x 10 per foot, and angle of attack range of 0 degrees to 60 de-
grees.
Thermocouple measurements are reduced to heat transfer coefficient ratio
(H(TO)/HREF), and these data are presented as plotted variations versus lon-
gitudinal, lateral, and vertical local model positions. Tabulated values
of these data are presented in the Appendix of this report.
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SUMMARY
A Joint AEDC-MSFC experimental test program in the VKF 50-Inch Hypersonic
Tunnel B has been conducted to determine detailed heat-transfer distribu-
tions on Phase B space shuttle configurations. This report presents the
data for the Booster reentry event taken during the thin-skin thermocouple
phase of these tests.
The configuration investigated was a 0.009 scale replica of the Convair
B-15B-2 booster. Data were obtained at a nominal freestream Mach number
of 8 and Reynolds number of 3.7 x 106 per foot. Angle of attack was varied
from 0 degrees to 60 degrees. During the higher angle of attack ( a >30 deg.)
portion of the reentry configuration tests it was desired to obtain turbulent
boundary layer flow over as large a portion of the model as possible. To
accomplish this carborundum grit was placed on the windward surfaces (bottom)
of the booster. The application method consisted of dabbing small dots of
Barco BondD expoxy in about 1 inch intervals over the entire bottom surfaces
of the model and then sprinkling the surfaces with No. 46 grit (z 0.015-in.
diameter). Several pieces of grit adhered to each dot, resulting in model
surface irregularities approximately 0.025-in. high. Test runs where this
technique was used are noted in Table 2 Test Conditions as - grit-on.
Data generated from this test are presented as plotted variations of heat




lateral, and vertical local positions of the model. These data are arranged
per component of the booster and as a function of angle of attack. Tabulated
values of the plotted data are located in the Appendix of this document.
4
CONFIGURATION INVESTIGATED
The booster model was a 0.009 scale replica of the Convair B-15B-2 Delta
Wing Booster furnished by the Convair Aerospace Division of General Dyna-
mics Corporation. It was machined from 17-3 PH steel to a nominal skin
thickness of 0.04 inch.
Configuration details are tabulated in Tables 3 through 7 and a model photo-
graph is presented as Figure 1.
MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
The booster model was instrumented with 342 iron-constantan thermocouples of
which 291 were used during the booster reentry event of the tests. Thermo-
couple locations are shown graphically in Figure 2 and a tabulation of the
locations of the thermocouples used during booster reentry test is given in
Table 1
Thermocouple outputs were recorded on magnetic tape by a Beckman digital
data system at the rate of 20 times per second from the start of the model
injection cycle until about 5 seconds after the completion of the pitch mode,

























































































































































































































































































































































SADSAC TCR CANARD SURFACE NO. NUMBER
x/C Y/S
.25 .25 241 242
·.50 242 243
.70 24 244
.25 .50 244 24
.50 I 246 246
.70 24
£CAL STABILIZER 248
X/C Z/S 249 256





















WING SURFACE 271 288
X/C Y/S 272 289273 290
.10 .10 274 291
.403 27 294
.87277 295































































































































































































































































BOOSTER WING THERMOCOUPLE COORDINATES
WING THERMOCOUPLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
o * Lower Surface
* * Upper Surface
% Chord
%Span 0% (L. E.) 5% 10% 15% 20% 33% 40% 50% , 60% 70% 81%
10% Upper 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207




15% Lower 216 1 _ 1 211 _ 212
20% Upper 217 218 219 220 221 222I
20% Lower 224 225 226 _ 227 228 229 83.3% 86.7% 90.1% 93.5%
25% Upper 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 - 237 238
25% Lower 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247
_ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
30% Upper 248 249 250 251 252
30% Lower 253 254 255 256 257 258
35% Upper 259 260
35% Lower 261 262
40% Upper 263 264 265 266
40% Lower 267 268 269 270 271 272
45% Upper 273 274I
45% Lower 275 276 _ 187.7%
507% Upper 277 278 279 280 281 282 283
50%Lower 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291
55% Lower 1 294 295 - . 82% 88. 1%
60% Upper 296 297 298 299 300 301 302
60Y% Lower 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310





65% Lower 313 314
70% Upper 315 316 317































































Tunnel B is a continuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel with
an axisymmetric contoured nozzle and a 50-in.-diam. test section. The tun-
nel can be operated at a nominal Mach number of 6 or 8 at stagnation pressures
from 20 to 300 and 50 to 900 psia, respectively, at stagnation temperatures
up to 1350°R. The model may be injected into the tunnel for a test run and





TEST TITLE: AEDC-MSFC Phase B Heating Study - Thin-Skin Thermocouple Phase
TEST IRMBER: VT1162 TEST FACILITY: AEDC Tunnel B
TEST DATE: My 26-29, 1971 TEST ENGINEER: W. R. Martindale & R. K. Matthews
Run Model Firee Total Total Taw * RNX 106 Phase 8ooster- Model
No. Model Configuration entiication Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change Orbiter Posi ti on
Macb (psia) (OR) Temp. Spacing (tin.) (degrees)
=c _ e =, Number (O_ F) B 
1 ooster + Orbiter 0 0 .009 8.00 857 1339 1.00 3.75 NA 2.22 .234 Of 0 0 
2 - _ _ _ _ 858 1347 3.72 -5
3 856 1346 3.72 I 5
4 858 1341 3.75 1.72 0
5 859 1347 3.73 .72 4
6 858 1338 3.76 .22 .118
7 859 1346 3.73 .318
8 7.93 149 1249 _ 0.74 .234
9 148 1234 _ 0.75 _ -5
10 151 1233 0.77
11 8.00 857 1342 3.74 -, o
12 Booster 861 1342 3.76 -_ O
13 860 1341 3.75 - -
** X axi parallel to stream (+downstream. -upstream)
Y axis (+ riL , - le, as viered from the rear)
Z axuds (+p. -down)
* Taw s adiabatic wall temperatue
0
r4
TABLE 2 - Continued
TEST CONDITIONS
TEST TITLE: AEDC-MSFC Phase B Heating Study - Thin-Skin Thermocouple Phase
TEST NLIBER: VT1162 TEST FACILITY: AEDC Tunnel B
TEST DATE: May 26-29, 1971 TEST ENGINEER: W. R. Martindale & R. K. Matthews
Run Model 1Free Total Total Taw * RNX I 06 Phase Booster- Model
No. Model Configuratioo Identificatioa Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change Orbiter Position




_ _C | _e Number eF) - XD ZD |GRI- 0 OM
14 Booster 0 0 .009 8.00 858 1347 1.00 3.72 NA - - Off 0 0 5
15 7.93 149 1225 - 0.76 0
16 150 1223 0.77 -5
17 _ 149 1219 0.77 5
18 60 8.00 857 1353 3.69 60
19 50 855 1340 3.74 50
20 40 857 1338 3.76 40
21 40 856 1342 3.73 40
22 60 860 1343 3.75 _ n 60
23 10 856 1344 3.73 ff 10
24 20 856 1342 3.73
25- 30 857 1346 3.72 30
26 , 30 15 857 1342 T
** X axis parallel to stream (+domastream, -upstream)
Y axis (+-right, - le as viewed frh the rear)
Z axis (+up. -d)ra
* Taw adiabatic wall temperature
H_
H4
TABLE 2 - Continued
TEST CONDITIQNS
TEST TITLE: AEDC-MSFC Phase B
TEST NUMBER: VT1162
Heating Study - Thin-Skin Thermocouple Phase
TEST FACILITY: AEDC Tunnel B
TEST DATE: May 26-29, 1971 TEST ENGINEER:W_ R. Martindale & R. K. Matthews
Run Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX 06 Phase Booster- Model
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change Orbiter PositioR
Macb (psia) (oR) Temp. Spacing (tn.) (degrees)
6c 6e Number (eF) 1 
27 Booster 30 15 .009 8.00 859 1342 1.00 3.74 NA Off O O 30
28 Booster 0 0 _ 858 1342 _3.74 
29 Orbi ter - 859 1339 3.76 On 50
30 857 1337 3.76 On 40
31 857 1343 3.74 On 30
32 856 1340 3.74 Off 30
33 856 1343 3.73 40
34 858 1347 3.72 50
35 555 1305 2.52 50
36 553 1311 2.50 40
37 554 1311 2.50 30
38 554 1308 2.51 20
39 ,_____ _,___ ~ r 553 1307 _ 2.51 - -_ _ _ l
** X axis parallel to stream (+downstream. -upstream)
Y axis (+ right. -left. as viewed from the rear)
Z axis (+up, -dowu)
* Taw = adiabatic wall temperature
cu
r-4
TABLE 2 - Concluded
TEST CONDITIONS






TEST ENGINEER: W. R. Martindale & R. K. Matthews
Run Model Freel otal Taw * RNX 6 ter- 
No. Model Confguratio klentificatios Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Cbange Orbtter Poslti on
Mach (pia) eR) . Temp. Spacing (In.) (dgrees)
c e = Number o eF) 
40 Orbiter _ - 0 0.009 7.94 166 1254 1.00 0.82 MA _- - Off 0| 0 10
41 _ _ _ 165 1237 0 .83 - 1- 20
42 = _ _ _ _ _ 166 1228 0.84 _ =____ I III30
43 167 1232 0.85 I- I 5
44 _ _ _ _ _ - 167 1237 0 - _ _
45 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 165 1241 0 .83 -5
46 - _ _ _ 8.00 856 1324 3.81 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -5
47 863 1335 3.79 _ _ _ _ 
48 = _ _ _ _ _ _ 861 1344 3.75 20
49 856 1342 - 3.74 - - _ _ - _ 10
50 _ _ _ _ L _ a 858 1344 - 3.74 - = - _ f _ 10
51 10 858 1346 3.73 f _ ff- -, 30
** X axis parallel to strenm (+dewreanm,. -upstream)
Y axis (+ rgt, -left, as viewed from the rear)
Z axis (+tp, -dow.)





The reduction of thin-skin thermocouple data normally involves only the
calorimetric heat balance which in coefficient form is:
h = wb c (Tw/dt) (1)
Radiation and conduction losses are neglected in this heat balance and
data reduction simply requires evaluation of dTw/dt from the tempera-
ture-time data and determination of model material'properties. For the
present tests radiation effects were negligible; however, conduction
effects were significant in several regions of the models. To permit
identification of these regions and improve evaluation of the data the
following procedure was used.
Separation of variables and integration of Equation (1) assuming con-
stant w, b, cp, and T
o
yields
wb Cp (t - ti) = In(T (2)
Differentiation of Equation (2) with respect to time gives
h = ao [n (TTwi (3)
ub Cp T -
Since the left side of Equation (3) is a constant, plotting In To
versus time will give a straight line if conduction is negligible. Thus,




The data were evaluated in this manner and generally a reasonably linear
portion of the curve could be found for all thermocouples. For high heat-
ing rates, such as experienced in the nose, leading edge, and interference
regions, the linear portion was quite short. A linear least squares curve
fit of An (To ' Twi) versus time was applied to the data beginning at the
To - Tw /
time which the model reached uniform flow and extending for a time span
which was a function of the heating rate, shown below:
Time Span of Data Number of
Heating Rate, R/sec Used, sec. Data Points Used
16 - dTw/dt 0.2 5
4 5 dTw/dt < 16 0.4 9
2 S dTw/dt < 4 0.6 13
dTw/dt < 2 1.0 21
In general, the above time spans were adequate to keep the evaluation of
the right side of Equation (3) within the linear region. Strictly, the
value of cp is not constant as assumed and the relation
-4 -8 2
Cp = o.o608 + 1.295 X 10 Tw - 6.35 X 10 Tw (4)
was used with the value of Tw at the midpoint of the curve fit. The maxi-
mum variation of cp over any curve fit was less than one percent; thus the
assumption of constancy was not grossly violated. A constant 485 LBm/ft3
was used for w and measured values of b for each thermocouple were used.
15
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOITING CONDITIONS
COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Fuselage A PHI 131-39
Fuselage B X/L '40-66
Canard C Upper, Lower Surfaces 167-75
Deflection Angle, and
Y/S
Upper Wing Surface C Elevon Deflection |76-86
Angle and Y/S
Lower Wing Surface C Elevon Deflection 187-97
Angle and Y/S
Vertical Stabilizer C Z/S |98-106
SCHEDULE A: SCHEDULE B:.
H(TO)/HREF vs. X/L H(TO)/HREF vs PHI
SCHEDULE C:
H(TO)/HREF vs. X/C
Note: Angle of attack range 0 degrees to 60 degrees.
Data measured at selected angles of attack




Figure 1 . Booster Model Photograph 
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Table 4. Booster Canard Details
MODEL COMPONENT: Canard C4









At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




















Table 5. Booster Wing Details
MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - Wig
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRliWIN'G NUMBER:
Basic Wing for the B-15B-2 Booster Configuration -






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC






































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC















Table 6. Booster Elevon Details
Elevon









At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


























Table 7. Booster Tail Details
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical, V7









At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


























b Skin thickness, ft.
c C Local chord length, in.
Cp Specific heat, BTU/lbm-° R
dTw/dt DTWDT Derivative of the model skin
temperature with respect to time,
OR/sec
h H(TO) Heat transfer coefficient based
on To, BTU/ft2-sec-OR




H(.85T0) Heat transfer coefficient based
on 0.85 To, BTU/ft2 -sec-°R
href HREF Theoretical stagnation point heat
transfer coefficient for a 0.009-
foot (1 scale foot) radius sphere
calculated from Fay-Riddell theory
using a wall temperature of 560 R,
BTU/ft2 -sec-oR
L L Fuselage length (See Fig. 2 con-
tinued)
MACH Free-stream Mach number
MU-INF Free-stream viscosity, lb/sec-ft2
P-INF Free-stream pressure, psia








Q-DOT Heat transfer rate, BTU/ft2-sec
Q-INF Free-stream dynamic pressure,
psia
RE/FT Free-stream unit Reynolds number
ft-1
RHO-INF Free-stream density, slugs/ft3
ROLL-MODEL Model roll angle, deg.
S S Semispan, wing, canard, vertical
stabilizer (see Figs. 2 and 2
continued)
ST-FR Theoretical stagnation point
Stanton number for a 0.009-foot (1
scale foot) radius sphere calcu-
lated from Fay-Riddell theory using
a wall temperature of 5600R
t Time, sec.
T-INF Free-stream temperature, O R
To TO Tunnel stilling chamber,
temperature, R
TW TW Model skin temperature, OR
V-INF Free-stream velocity, ft/sec
w Model skin density, lbm/ft3
X X Axial coordinate (see Figs. 2
and 2 continued)
XD Axial distance from the orbiter















Lateral coordinate (see Figs. 2
and 2 continued)
Model yaw angle (equal to - ),
deg.
Local maximum fuselage width, in.
Vertical coordinate (see Figs. 2)
Vertical distance from the top of
the booster to the bottom of the
orbiter, in.
Model angle of attack, deg.
Sting prebend angle, deg.
Tunnel sector angle, deg.
Sideslip angle, deg.
Orientation angle on the
booster (see Fig. 2), deg.
Model roll angle, deg.
Canard deflection angle (see
Fig. 2), deg.
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VS I~LOC(IAOOINC· l LONOLIU ICA FS. FNNESSEE
VON f`4444 845 UNAMICS FACILITY
50 INCM H P04SONIC TUNNEL 4
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.0104 7.4700E-04 
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.1380 
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.1 l71........_110- 
.? ...-1323 . ±7000. .. .200'Pao 9 V S0..' 1. 1 & .0053-,O;, .1l010 dLi!-07 . 4 1is 3150- 0 .7017 0 ·LOZcp~~~o 
-·- -··· -·-- -- ··-·-- · --- · -· ~~~~~~~~·- ··-··· ID oh 
- - - id ·01 fp mo &6 "1 1w740 618 lo.J*, 7.1/2 1. 17I -07 .17z 3.34331-02 
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.4000 .250242 617 ?8.b*3 5.551 .4131-03 .1125 9..170E-03 
.1341 1.00250-02 
.15SS .5000 .750 S743 619 2h.lt* 5.7 0.473F-03 .I Q4 4.56340-03 
.1256 9.6000-03 1 . 417 6000 .250244 670 0ls..4 
-- 6.5hS .4 04-0)0 .1431--- 1;256E-02 
.179? 1.40o0t)-02 
.2054 .0330 .250*745 870 0".441 0.033 1.?44-0,7 
.1024 1.5530-02 
.2200 1.71176E-02 
.2606 !8670 .250 1246 67Z M .4 .3IS 1.?47F-07 
.I82s I .t81-02 
.2747 1.7033E-07 
.2615 




.93950 .750744 593 53.*31 0.214 a.3)et-03 
.1228 I.014z0-02 
.1497 1.111rE-02 
.1610 0 .300 '75S 689 "1.14l 4.710 i.3670-02 .1947 l.72S-0 
.25 1.0481E-O7 
.2410 
.0500 .30075* 695 75.6.. b.041 
--I N.81. -02 lbul 1;5443E-02 
.2264 1.71230-02 
.7599 -- .1000 .300* 255 642 60.h'j 1.54t j.111F-02 .18311 I.3650-0. 
.2033 1.50120-02 
.2318 
.1500 .300 O784 675 5/./44 0.7.14 9.4531-03 It 3286 1.470-0 .1736 1.3445-2 .186 .7000 .3oo751 86. ? .4 5.10 Sid 7I6 03F 0) 5 .43240-03 
.1343 1.0S5E0-07 
.1582 




.6000 .400 02sy SH2 41.UUI 4.144 0.114F-0 0 OY26 1-6704L-03 
.11?5 _ .5935E-O 
.1260 
_ .30 261 675 73.33', 6.,O1 
- .3?3F-02? 
.194I,- I:05730-Q2 
.2430 1.1:1 e-0,2 .2711 
.0500 .30I 50 P76? 6/? h4.Mo1 V.0/4 I.301 
-02 .3953 1.06031-01 
.2434 I.83b-02 .777rh 61000 
.350 0723 5.7 44.54Y 5.864 I.52/F-03 
.110J V.15051-03 
.1342 I1.02010-0 




.0500 .4000 ?60 b842 62.. 41 ." 40 v .365F-07 
.27001 1.7012E-0 
.2494 I .403t-02 
.2044 1000 .400469 856 42.151 1.4.)4 .0nybFQ 




.1500 .400270 644 *7.;?1 5.11! O.13f-00 '. l mo .174 1.4440-0 I1S97 1.27?70-oz 
.1147 




.4000 .400277 641 1O./.i 5.440 I.6547-03 
.1122 I.63660.03 .1344 I .06"0012 
. 1506 
.6000 .400211 545 65.20.' 4. 4! o.S3 JIF-0 I .0yO I.466E-03 .I14 "44.9402-03 
.1312 0 .450c( 776 654 M ,.IJl 1. II 1.5f71.0? 
.I 5 1..?40k-1? 
.1944 1 .5130E-02 
.7714 
.I000 .450277 53/ *4. 14 4. 1(1O 5.454' -00 .0059 1.13420-03 .1046 - 4.000~11-3 e 114 
-0 .500744 6046 7.4. M I 6.'1 I.45JF-02 .0(101 Ill630I07 2 24I6 1.48470-0. .2404 
.0s00 .500704 654 S 1. 4 1 . 1~ 1 .041-0 .I-) 46 1.3444E-02 
.197 I.5307.-02 
.7244 




.2000 .50074R 61837 34.5. 5.7?I .. I tF-ol .I 1200 1 .01 I- .1443 1. 1460-0i 
.1680 




.5000 .500240 6035 30.*t2 5.244 1. ]"1F-03 
-Ju02 4.13003 IM- .3 
_ 1.03241-0 
- .151' 
. .6000 .500291 476 74.9;A 7.58#7 I.1-5 04- .10714 1:4(-02 
.2104 1 .642E-02 
.2400 
.8770 .500292 613 5s.e * 5.45 I 1.437F-03 
.I100 9.143s0-03 
.1 344 I.OJ3SE-02 
.1520 0 .550794 702 64.01* 0.647 0C.I44-42 I?.) I.51750-02 
.z227 1.75020-02 
.2586 
.0s00 .550295 644 h5·.54. Wool0 1.114F-07 
.1833 1.34994-02 
.2052 1.6060E-02 *7355 
.1000 .550206 602 'S.43/ 0.930 4I 73JF-03 I1355 1.12470-07 
.1655 I.28950c-u 
.1861 0 .800303 046 60.352 4. 342 I .M . -03 .0uo3 0.4279E-03 
.1?36 9.67r481-03 
.1419 0500 .600304 641 45.370 I .4o5 .. " A- 3 dIl S-6-'IS4-o3 
.II04 I7.R0020-03 
.1144 
.1000 .600i. 3135 66? 41.3 o O.575 I 6.750-03 
.0990 .-41i1- 03 .1?34 4.59580-0J 




.4000 .60030 7 646 3. 35H 5.1,I 0.p4d7-03 .1209 1±07210-02 J449 1.1610E-o2 I1702 !5000 .600304 637 78.I11 4.4mg a.1437-03 
.0936 1.640.0 
-0Q .116 4.93750-03 
.1310 
.6000 .6003049 h4i m J.II3 1.49 .11117.02 O? 140 l.20210-024, I79 _ l.6050-0.30 600 _ * 4.. 3310 675 74.s5v -- 7 l - 61Ail00-02 
.20o3 1.6760-0-0 .7384 !8510 .600. 333 647 SV.841 S.?Is 1.904j-03 I.I11 1.00440-02 
.1473 1.15370E02 




.1000 .650334 642 4 .51H a.3)4 V.61SE-03 
.1410 3.2O75E-02 
.1770 1. 3046E00 
.2030 
.3000 .700319 677 61.15 1.65 I.1 59F-02 
.1700 .4630E-02 
.2110 1.66300-02 
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S 60C -.00 697. 3 343 - 40.01 9.99 -90.00 10.00 .0 - - -
41h P-34F Q-3.7 9-347 RHO-loop OU-1417 0901/ 4iNoi-74 Wa SWITcH
40(0LQ 43 IPSIOI (P)I43 (II/91C) ESLOI*/7~131 IL1-C/712) (t-1) INS 009:I) INS ..o9FT) POSITION
P IC No W ITOUT 4--001 otTO A10) M0/M"gF 06.910R gr90 .9103/mRIEP nO.69101 Mt.4ST0,/HMNL
A/L PHI
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402 S37 1.520 .290 3.703E-04 .00943 4.4239-04 .0063 6.904,71-0 .0072 53300 190.000
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* 541. I 4 1.04.IW(qj___ I .9 7ZY?'194) S__ _A 1274 120.000
W41 -1 :1 z i .S771-04 .0062 4.2913E-04 .0063 4.71101-04 *0070 -0a74 150.000
30 142 6.284 3.198 1.497E103 .OZ9 1!7990-03 .0202 2.00061-oJ .0292 !0274 180.000 (
32 109 68.83? 13.096 a.732t-02 .2531 2.10711-02 .3079 2.36331-02 .3416 .0153 0
13 119 19.710 3.217t i.4711-02 .2*69 0.79301-02 .2620 B.0r02-02 .2934 .0543 30.000
- 34 S16 35.256 6.198 0.447e-03 .1234 1.02001-02 .1491 3.1361E-02 .1663 .0143 60.000 a
12-JAC-Al, ?Alt -05phV .-01~ O~1 IrY6~Q ·I~ 4.0037E-03 - 051125_1'054 90.004
36 42 2.90i .838 6.7311-04 .0096 1 .066-0104 .0118 8.96514-04 .0331 .0143 320.000
ow 40i~; 0 '~ I0 :'1 t.~ L ~ ::1 ..3 -- p __.:i*I3 107 
36 144 6.117 1.134 1.419P-03 *.207 1.0601-03 .0249 3.8976e-03 .(.271 .053 160.000
20 508 61.,35 31.1,6.8 .5,66-02 .226O 3.1107E-02 *2749 2.10891-02 .3082 !0790 0
86 23 580 57.05b I0.I39 I4343102 .2095 1.74431-02 .2549 I.91171-02 .2858 co030 0
24 567 55.153 1.Slig 402f I '!OZ 1 72f 1030., 111.990poo
.31 F002 . .676 3P23E-02 .2021 3.11911-02 .2279 71030 30.000
* 26 148 37.739 7.086 9.3 -03 * 1 .. 3337 1±1068-02 .. 618 1.23641-02 .1.807 1030 41.000 -
21 189 26.502 4.955 6.3271-03 .0925 7.6361E-0 .31116 B.1717-03 .1245 ±1030 60.000
28 154 17.4V3 3.260 4.132E-03 -0604 4!v789E:03 a .0728 S.- 4761:03 --. 08101 to 7.00
a -~~' 29 548 8.506 3.598 -.0003-54 .0294 2.43891-03 .0354 2.6929E-03 .0394 ±1030 90.000
31 423.686 .30? . -4 p0457 4.;638s2104 .0068 10 0 oli....0oorkle ... iZo.000_____
1Y 4 12 087 1.90-04 .0016 10971E-04 .0039 1..I621-4.0021 73030 150.000
I 0 31 144 4.939 .934 1.146E-03 .. 0168 1.37770-03 .02ol 1.532S1-03 .0224. . 1030 60.-000
38 194 50.644 9.668 i.291E-02 .1867 1.173SE-02 .2300 1.76611-02 .2582 .1430 0
41 604 63.989 14.023 I.0991-02 .2771 2:32071-02 .3392 2.61071-02 .3816 - 1690 042 191 41.666 8.731 1.162E-02 13698 1;4161E-02 .2067 I3.573E-02 .2320 .3690 15.000
43 517 39.872 d·o .1147E-02 . 5*? I·2870g'P0 1881 _1-4Z09102 .2109 ; 69 30,000
44 176 30.100 6.110 7.97S1-03 .3161 9.6693E103 .1413 1.0019E-02 .3581 .1690 45.000
0 --- 41 567 18.333 3.542 o.561S-03 .. .0667 5.209E-03. .0807 .......6.16621-03 .0901 71690 60.000 .
46 559 11.054 2.127 9.7141-03 .039? 3.27101-03 .0479 3.65251-03 .0534 ±169o 71.000
47 154 1.693 1.092 1.3804-03.. 00 qZ. 1.6684E-03 .0244 . I 3.85901-03... . .0272 61690 900000
49 150 .767 .147 Ip.52E-04 .0027 2.23001-04 .0033 2.48301-04 .0036 .3690 120.000 0
. 4149 .307 . a 6 . 1.81411r- . 2 .-2-2- 0.
53 149 2.463 .454 b.7175-04 .0044 6.4914E-04 .0101 7.67281-04 .0112 .1690 180.000
0 60 596 S2.024 9.900 J.325F-02 :11931 1.,6l57E-OZ.._ .2361 1.111·B4sE-02 . .2652 12420 o.. _ _ 411118
401 106 43.630 8.301 1.098E-02 .1604 3.33461-02 .19I 3.49611-02 .2187 .2420 15.000
402 163 43.963 0.372 1.076E-02 . .172. . .1±3069E102 ... 1910 1.46411-02 .2140 . 2420 30.000
403 517 29.031 5.793 1 .540C-03 .1102 971369"E03 .3133 1.02091-02 .1494 ±2420 41.000
404 56518._498 _~~~~~~~~~rll 91 1L.&jg -6 90916 1'1111__.611:11199~6 558335e 14.563 2.53 r.23 -03 .04733.90301-03 .0570 4.352S1-03 .0636 .2420 75.000
6frb 153 81.29 3.549 1957I03 .0286 2;35631-03 .0344 2.62431-03 .0384 .2420 90.000
488 146 .735 .147 0.8431-04 .0027 2.23199-04 .0032 2.6617104 .0036 .2420 320.000
410 144 .663 .132 L.619E104 .0024 1.99471-04 .0029 2.29K-04 .. .0032 !2420 150.000
OR 432 144 3.120 .612 1.6661-04 .0012 9.2148E-04 .013S 1.02501-03 .0150 .2420 180.000 *
433 19 44,294 9.644 .24,78f. -0l. .2 .... 1 .256L - . . .0.
9 6 361-02 .1990 1.1247 -OL .2226 .2830 15.000
4315 586 49.648 10.123 1.3377-02 .3911 1±62191-02 .2376 3.82231-02 2663 a23 30.000
416 572 27.432 5.556 1.211E-03 .1014 8.73281-03 .1276 97629E-03 .1427 2030 4.000
417 573 38.863 6.802 0.8371-03 .1291 1.07041-02 .1564 3.19681-02 .*749 .2830 60.000
* 438 110 32.577 2.583. j.0.59-03 ;0476 3;9231E-03 .0573 4.36961-03 .0639 .2830 71.000 S
439 146 5.749 1.069 1.3431-03 00196 1.61..E. .36 .J794&E-03 0261 .21930- 90.009
-;12~7i~b-L~rr6'-; BTI ~.~56i~0 .0 -O .0382 1.314 iLQ1 jo 2o3 02830 105.000
421 541 .903 .164 2.0411-04 .0030 2±41681-04 .0036 2.73161-04 .0040 .2830 120.000 0
422 540 .632 .090 3.226[-04 .000,180 1.-4721E-04 .0022 3.63651-04 .0024 ;2630 133.000
423 140 1.?09 .247 J.0751-04 - 0 . 05 3±122E-04 .0014 4.10431-04 .0060 .2630 110.000
* 425 139 1.486 .369 4.5971-04 .0067 5;52031-04 .0081 6.13171-04 .0090 72830 180.000 Q
426 602 63.872 lZ-l0?sI69 Of- ... 24 70 2.06431-02 .3017 4160 .1 -.0
42T - 1 .0761-02 31573 1.30866-02 .1912 1.46711-02 .2144 !3360 19.000
o 428 577 32.207 6.570 8.504E-03 .1255 1.0430E-02 - 1212 1,1649E:2 .37102 73360 30.000 0
429 580 39.575 8.064 1.0681-02 3146 1.2836E-02 .1876 1.4371-0E .2100 .3160 45.000
430 103 45.267 8.895 0:56E:002 - .3689 1!4028E-02 -. 2010 3.57081-02 .2296 t3160 60.000
0 7- u433 544 6.668 3.309 .I.640-03 .0240 1.97231-03 .0288 2.19391-03 .0321 .3160 n·000
432 647 7.327 1.265 A.589E-03 * 23g I 9-3 0279 21279EQ3 -0311160- 0000
4131 5S2 32.823 F. S8 1. -03 .0467 3.04971-03 .0563 4.28G1I-03 .0627 .3I60 105.000
o 434 540 I 313I4 .79 d.229E-04 0033 2.6772E-04 ...0039.... .2.97631-04 .00360 120.00
435 530 1.043 .198 2.466E-04 .0036 2?9603E-04 .0043 3.28971-04 .0048 3460 131.000
436 536 2.285 .454 6.6331-04 . .0 02 6-7559E-04 ... 0099 --.- 0131-04 . .0110 .3160 150.0-3
437 136 1.344 .263 3.2571-04 .0048 3.90691-04 .0017 4.34001-04 .0063 73160 161.000 .
438 136 1.888 ..'3 75 _____________?93 trlt -0082 6.Ij90?C
49 608 71.996 l4.830 2.0361-02 .2·49 2.46091-02 .3608 2.77911-02 .4062 ±
440 589 43.009 9.014 0.:961-02 .. 749 1.4559E-02 .2120 1.6329E-02 ... .2386 .3540 11.000
441 181 33.032 6.688 9.039E-03 o 321 1;09731-02 .1604 1.22871-02 .1796 ±3540 30.000
442 576 28.876 5.877 1.6691-03 .3121 9.29871-03 .1339 01.04041-02 .120 30 4.000j 443 150 15.669 2.582 3,2891-03 ;944 '` 3.96771-03 .0580 4.421OE-03 .0647 .3140 60.000
444 114 33.340 2.3 34 2.601-1 319 3.229 1-0 4.39S 1 Ll 9EI 3 *3EZ63.3549 900
;;; j;;;:;;; : ; .o -o ·OL(16 L·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 i .020T .340 90.9004554, 4.614 .83 O.0I SSE1T27 3c-0 .0106 1 49E: 0 0.00
446 146 4.173 .740 .2931-04 .0136 1.1174E-03 .0163 1.2434E-03 .0182 .3540 301.000
447 142 1.393 .247 3.031-04 .90045 3.70101-04 .0054 4.11511-04 .0060 73410 320.000
44 5134 .852 .162 0.9991-04 ... 0029 2.3971(-04 .0031 2.06191-04 0039 340 133.00
410 128 3.613 .3o5 3.7.51-04 0 "4.4918E-04' .0066 4a39E 04 *00973 .)340 165.000
4' 13 133 22.223 t.4 n E- 4 07 6;193 169' .90I1 6.tJ 61-04 a
412 832 70.407 0*.294 1.9171-02.2660 2~39771-02 *3164 2.70191-02 .3949 ±3700 0
_ 654 188 36.162 7.266 4.6341-03 .1J406 0.1721-02 41713 .1.331-o02 .. 3921 . 3 00
451 3415 3 6.193 0.2091-03 .120 9;9864C-03 459 .1399102 .1637 .3800 41.000
416 569 19.957 3.308 4.274103 ±.0621.1171E-03. .0756 5.77821-03 .0*844 3600 60.000
417 167 16.895 3.078 3.9681-03 .01 4.79901e03 .0701 5.36011-03 .0783 !3800 71.000
458 552 0.698 4.06 2 0. 3 C03 .0196 3.63,71-03 .0236 1.640091-9-jl6 *38)o9 3 00 _O_
419 540 3.616 .367 o.6221'04 .0068 5 04 .008I O.1916104 .0090 .3800 101.000
460 454 .749 .139 0.744E-04 .0021 2096l91-04_ 0031 2.33311-04 .0034 … :3800 020.000461 144 0.2.Z88.23~.P39 2.98E-04 .0044 3j6921 04.00 23.995195-6E … .001s t3800 131.000
462 542 1.930 .368 4.596e-04 .0067 B.1212g004 .0081 6.14441-04 .-0090 .310 llo.000
464 942 1.94*..-'-7I0G 4.6261E04 .0061OO-'- 1;(Q_ -0il 4 .0061 6.18133-04 . .0090 ±3600 360.008
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· 106 621 69.165 1'.090 1.954[-02 .286* 2!'012£'02 03S19 207112E-02 .3973 !4400 a 
- 10 -7 --2 4,Z .1 .40_1.000.141.9 T~~~o 4u .54~' !.956E-03 .00 3 7!1225E-03 .1059 0.0096E-03 .1166 ! 4400 60.000
·109 560 G.101 1.S15 1.935[-03 _ . 0204 2.3359E-03 ...0342 2o6096E-03 -. p0362 .4..... 600 90.000 0 L
I10 552 1.020 .190 d.405E-0, 00035 20967[-04 o 0042 3o22~6H-04 .00,? !4400 120.000
III sso .616 .11 1.4t47E-04 I0g 1.7425[-004 . 00026 9.1*405E-04 -.. 0026 ... 44010 GOO00
112 SSG 1.!.34 .2,5 J.602E-04 0053 43366-0 00064 8.2 IE'04 o007 !.4'0 1000 .....
113 6]0 77.963 16.27, e.31IF-02 .3307 2.85s9E-0z o4106 ., ?j]ZE:Q_2 *t?~4!0....
11~-%e~-~.6~v~'-~.ov] u~~~o,~F~~b~ ' 'o1~79 9.'~77~E-53 ~ .1433 1.099-0z .. .1606 !48eo 37.300
IlS 576 15.755 j!.749 J.Sb9f-03 !0526 4!3514E-03 ._ .0630 4.6686E-03 .01 - 4880 60.000 ...
116 563) 0.bez i.57' d.010F-03 .0296 2.4379[-03 .0357 Z.7208E'03 .0399 ! 4880 90,000
117 Si] 1.215 .22e .1.868F-06 ..*02 345-6... 0091 3.8503E-04 .0056 14800 120.000
lie1 551 1.416 02179 J.471E-04 .0051 4.1797[-04 .00061 4.65S1[-04 .0068 !4060 150.00Q
120 6i4 ~1i.716 *~V.856 e.o54E-;02 .3011 2-5226[°02 .3697 208471E-02 .61 72 __ 97s00 0
121 629 63.80. 13.?h4 &.0esSe02 .273 202885£°02 .3354 2.5803E'02 .3793 . ... 5500 0 ...
122 631 62.V61 13.106 1.8,3Eo02 .7701 2.2722[-02 ° 3330 2.5714E-02 °3768 !5500 30.000
195 616 *2.546 9.015 io241F-02 .1019 1.5231[-02 .2232 1.7179E-02 .2510 ,g0 *.0
123 589 23.5oS *.274 b..67,[-o3 .0032 6:0049E-03 .1o12 7.74,6[-o3 .113S ;550"0. 1 16,0 .000, ...
125 5#Z20?.245 3.0?e '.032E0'O~ .073T _6.1111[70] .p0e96 _0..Oj46E-O _ .1003 !Sg00_rS.000
-126 S'ys--4o ~ &S-.4[ 400 '41742E%03 o0617 *.6688E-03 .0684 ~s500 825
117 36? 2 .:296 1.553 1.991E-03 .0292 2.4049E-03 00352 2.6939E'03 .0393 .509 00 
129 5%5 1.299 .233 e0959F-04 -0043 3.5676E°04 00052 309762E-o4 .0058 950 10.000 ....
130 5S1 1.101 .100 d.604E-0* .0038 3-1366E'04 .00046 3.4936E-04 .0051 !SSO0 ISO-Goo
131 550 .910 .160 e.?76F'04 .00013 2*739SE'04 00040 3.090SE04k' .0065 ! 5000 IGO. 000 .....
SAO J*-- 16 ;038---.62 ;9~SE;03 o0 05 2669~-0i3 .0347 2.6546E'03 .00i65 6 0.0
136 5Ra0 29o002 5050I 1 2y5F-03 ol069 0.07%3E-03 o1301 9,95{3[-03 ,1459 .650 700 . . . '
138 571 11.651 2.191 d.8J41[-03 .0416 30*392E-03 .0304 308442E'02 00563 !6250: 90,000::
1,0 557 1.b13 *lb, 4.450E-04 00065 5.3663E-04 . o0079 5.907,E-06 .0008 ! 6250 120*000
141 SS1 .el* ol63 L1.O56E-04 .00JO 2.71[0 0036 Zo08-4 .0040 !6750 150.000 '
:~50 1.26 024 ¢07-0, f~ 09~£1 .Q00 3a79G~[°0 4 .0056 -36250._110.9000
143--664" 031o" '*53--1.64*[~02 01609 2.0494E£°02 o3003 20337TE°02 .3426 !6600 0
·144 695 64.851 10.o55 1.463Z-02 12146 1!010e-o0a .2664 2.o0eO[9-o2 .3032 !7000 0...
145 685 71.014 9J.381 1.*2IC-02 02091 1!7926E-02 .2627 2.0564E'02 03014 !7000 30.000
146 576 70,42 3 4.6R2E-04 .0069 5!679SE°04 ..00003 6.3563[00' ... 0093 ! 700O 600000
1'0 576 .66 i630 d.139F-03 .0313 2.50Z6£-03 .0390 2.9005E-03 .0425 .7000 75.000O
J*~ S9_5R 7.676_ 3~ .3! 4e]79F-0] . 0642 5;]151F~03 .0?77 5L9509E02_Q~ -002 ;7000__02.500 
ISO 67'~6 15.00b 2.030 J'.69§[-03 o0541 **4779E-03 .0650 5,0101£-o3 .0134 ;7000 90.000
· 152 560 3.778 .170 v.03,[-06 . .0132 1.0906E-03 __ .00160 _1.2167£-03 . ..0176 .....;7000 120.0000
"153 553 1.192 .222 d.812[-04 .0041 3.3874E'04 .0050 3.7/36[-04 .0050 ;7000 ISO.000
15' S5I 1i.51, .273 J.454E-04 .. 0051 6.1569E-04 .... 0061 4.6318E-04 .°0068 .... 7000 Z60.000
J 15 660 63.614 10.613 t.S5E5-02 .2279 1!9359E-02 .2637 2.2060E-02 .3233 ;7340 0 E4t
659 60.6bU; 10..70 1.532Eo02 .22.5 1!9069E-02 .2745 2.1725E-02 03166 .77oo 3o.000
· ~1~ ~~~577 1.060 .193 Z.514['04 .0037 3!04066-04 .004S 3.6110E-04 .0050 . .. 7700 60*000 . ....
150 SIG 7.741 1.'12 1o027[°03 .0268 2!2111[03 .0320 2.6708[°03 .0362 !7700 90.000
160 559 3.158 .682 e.100['06 .0127 1.0499E-03 .0154 1.1709E-03 .0172 . .... 7700 120.000
161 554 .65ff .155 1.969E'06 .0029 2.3/30E'06 o0035 2.6442E'04 .0039 -7?00 IS0.000 a....
162 5%2 1,323 .2 3;-._ ~,92 3 Ef06 . 00*4 J.6416E-06 *013 t*0561E'Q-------0059 ;?700_104_LOL.O, 
- 163 02__66__S9.5OT_9t19 1.45OF02 -0056E-. 645 2.056SE-02 .316 !0000 0
164 655 St.VJ9 9.693 I*1:1]F-O .2067 1!'7533[-02 .2569 1 .9956[-02 .2925 *0300 0 __~
16S 656 44.800 6.890 1.0072o02 .14668 1!'2'5,[02 .IR25 1.417/[-02 .2076 8o 3.0
166 6*6 49.95, 9*726 t.397['02 *204Y 1!7302E°02 .2536 1.96,9E"02 .28?9 !8620 0
61~ 167 6~0 '6.11' ~~~9.*1)0 1.351Eo02 .190U 1.6709E'02 .24*9 1.89,9E'02 .2777 10900 0'
1166 8 6*O 4**.3sq 9.5?3 1. R09.00f 169217E:OZ .~/9.__J9207['02 1215 .00_].
-- 69-- 74 __-?;_66 7 ... *8 5960 or04- ;006-'-'~IC-04 .6'i'0:-----a;I71[-0 " 4 .011 'I 50 60.000
S7 62 3o512 .669 a.564Eo06 !0126 1.034?E:03 .-.. 0:i15440E°03 .1629 ... !g0 90.000:......
171 SSG 3.137 .604 7.696K'06 .0113 9; 002E 04 -. 0136 I.035'['0I .0102!90 2.0
172 554 1.173 .210 it.?74E'04 :00~1 ,3 336E'04 .00*9 3.?260E'06 .005S !8900 150.9000
II17 644 '6.940 9.123 1.306E°02 .19 i .6160['02 *2360 1.03'0£'02? .2680 !9280 0 ...
174 64s 8~1~ .331 t.J9L£-02 .lYl !*0j 0 219 i o~E~ ~62 . . ~0
]5o 613 02.074 e.104 1.1117-02 .1626 1!3617E'02 .1990 i .5],9£"02 .1229 0 .2S0
]S1 562 2'.138 2.326 t.960f-03 .043 3.59871°3 .0027 46.0156[':03 .000319 *2500 .250 .
'352 551 6.66r is13 t45 7[-0 .0III 1;7542E-03 0 251 1.953/E-03 .206 ;6000 .250 '
353 546 3o606 .636 t.984t-06 . 01l/ 96031]~'04 .0I+1 1.65£0 .17~10 __.5
IS]9 6Y- 86.400 _-e.S6f &;I/E-02 .12 !61-2 .19 1.631,E-0~ .391 0 .60
358 563 31*309 J*020 J.681(-03 .0569 4!6003['03 *068? 5.2J25['03 .0?67 !2500 .5400...
359 551 v.e83 1.531 &.935E-03 .0206 2.3306E'03 .0342 2.5S957[03 *0380 !5000 .600
]60 5*6 5.032 1.006 &.263['0] .0105 1!5194['03 .02z] 1.69005E03 .02o0 !70o0 * Soo..
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355 S52 5.IO8 I.Z*0 1.577[-0] .0231 1.0996(-03 .0278 2.1162[-o3 .0310 ;5000 .250..
356 g*8 3.J63 .612 /,?02[-06 .0113 9!2674E-04 .0136 1.0316E'0] .0151 ;1000 .a00
361 562 25o770 2.*64 J.1~44-0 .0*661 3.60'5E[03 .0566 4.2913['03 .0629 .2So0 .600.
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~, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A/C Z/6 ....
175 563 6.35? .612 7.85OF-04 .1S 9,2£0 .039 1.10083[':0] .0100 0 .100
176 5%2 ?.341 .224 e.837E-06 *00*2 3 17£04 .001O 3.067 04 .0056 ..!1000 .%00
177 5*8 1.501 .152 1.917[-04' .0026 2-3072E-04 .0034 2.06866-04 oo030 !2000 .100178 S46 ].*9 J * .73-0.__j0026 .0O00g:~ 100Q3
17 44 ~~~~~~~.oo2o .40 t.2f~4 -09 6S-4 Oe 8.1942E-04 .0120 .?So0 ,100
IGO 559 8.6,07 .03/ 1.069E-01 E05 12/-0 .19 1635-3 0211 0 .20......
1150 3.s0h ,335 *.220[-04 06 51_'01776[-06 .:0079 5.56[ .0083 !1000 .250
182 S54 2.676 .2S6 J*705[-06 .00*7 3!8538[-04 .0056 6.2670['06 .0063 !2SO0 .2500.....
la) 5*3 2.207 .211 9.636E'06 .0039 3.1677['04 .00066 3.0235['06 .0 002 .5000 *250
185 566--1.1~ bS-".'2 0 .0306 3!106-0 .060 35)1~0 .01
166 55* 16.366 t.072 1.9,-0 .0292 2.420[-l031 .03~2 2.67/6£'1:03 .32!1000 -S0 ....
is? 503 14.723 1.412 1.787F-03 a06 a 1 535I-3 0 36 2.3991-3 .0302 !2500 .500
IGO S52 12.777 1.225 i.SS0E"0] .022? 1-06651-0] .02?* 2.0192£'03 .0305 * SOO0 S500
109 SSG 13.176 1.626 1.593[-0] .02]3j t1,I175-O3 .0201 2.1353E-o3 .0313 ;?Soo .so0 ...
190 673 40.231 3.890 b.07C[-03 .74? .49-0 90 6 862-03 .lOOT_ I 1
-- 19i ---~726;.255--2:1z .22~J E-0;6 .047) ' OG7J[6 .o56 '~~[o .o63 ! 1o ,s
192 502 17e005 1.639 t.072E-03 :0304 2-'963['3 .06 2?003 3 007 !20 ?so 
192 SSI 11.910 1.141 1.*41E-0] 21 1?4f0 26 I9 3 :23. 
194 SS0 12o231 i.171 &0679E-03 -!0ak?. i170061-0] _. Q0Q61 1o9630/-0] _.0291 !7100 e750
GROUP o
O L9611 . . -
5/20/71
ALUCIAPO.INC.) 4ANOLI 8F15 TCNNESSEE
VON PA4AN 6A0 7YNAH4IC1 FACILItY
50 INCH rVPPSOUNIC ITUNEL 8
81162
COUN Ia (tUtL ' ACH Pt ' ' Pu P5 --- TO DEcc W . ALPIHA-PO0L - ALPHA-SECTOW - ALPHA-PRBNW0O ROLL-MODEL YAW -
a OUlC .o00 859.5 10343 59.97 '99 -50.00 10.o00 .0 o
T-Ik P-lIf U-lhF
(OEi RI (PSIAJ (P bIAI
T __ C NO T _78) Ua-D L 1-U41
0 TC NO OIWLT Q-Ul01
V-INF AO-IMN U'-lhr R[/FI 8HR-FrR 51b8 SWITCH
(FI/StC) (SLUOS/6T3) (L8-5'C/ FT2) 'F-I1) IR. .0091T) (He .009PT) POSITION
(o ) MtO- 1 ,J TOe6 Hsro L(T-.Of92 _l 7 ,0 _ __H--O I-- -RF .. 
4(IO "(TO/MHcnU "4.9y03 H4.9T01)/HR8F6 .850) H4.s65TO71HRIN
UPPER WINo 3UkF6Ct
A/C 7/S
201 567 Il.1id 1.3il 1.7096-03 .0230 2.06642-03 .0302 2.30786-03 .0337 71000 .100
202 546 3.740 .53? 6.90Ur-04 '.10l e3524[0..--___,I.,l2O_ 0136._ _ OOO___Q100Q
03'54 ~6---?.23---=750'- * -. ??5'6-o4 , 00i1------5 3342- 04 .0110 8.4559-04 0124 -- 3300 .lO00
204 576 3.3J54 .64 ,.8746-04 .015 9.5444:-04 - .O140 1.06'77- 03 .0156 !4000 .100 C.
205 570 4.303 .745 1.0156-03 .048 02266-E3 .0a00 1.31296-03 .0201 !6000 .100
206 575 3.123 .541 1.114F-04 .0104 8.6209E-04 .0126 9.64176-04 .0141 !700O .100
207 511 4.415 .427 5.5356-04 .0001 6.70096-04 .0098 7.48976-04 .0110 90100 .100
231 560 3.721 .445 t.6786-04 .0083 % 6.85O9a-04 , t 16aQID 6 4 3 9 -04 O.Ql .1000 ...... 250 Io .so
232 S76L3,3 .268C' ;rb0 ~;o; .005L 4.f1 36-04 .0061 4.6907E-04 .0069 74000 .250
233 568 1.685 .326 4.201E-04 .0061 530806E-04 .0074 5.6751E-04 .0083 !5000 .250
234 510 2.410 .453 5.0586-04 .OP986 7,0891-04 .0104 7.9219E-04 .0116 .6000 .250
235 5IS 3,354 .249 3.245E-04 .0047 3.9327E-04 .0057 4.39916-04 .0064 ,8330 :2o0
236 737 4.433 .36e e.731£-04 .0070 5.7906-04 .00985 6.47456-04 .0095 76670 .250
237 572 4.4'3 .5 i4 o9qZ76~Q .0101 (Io?38£- L01.1.. 9.3?440'0 . .0137 .9010__. .250.
2G -74'13.226 1.040 1.3536-03 .0198 1±6389E-03 .0240 1.832816'03 .0268 !9300 .250
278 561 2.646 .352 4.5076-04 .0066 534412E-04 .0080 6.0106E-04 .0089 10000 .500
200 569 1.324 .263 J.4061-04 .0050 4!1143J-04 .0060 4.596S'604 .00:67 4000 .500
2801 568 1.53 .29/ J.9346-04 .0056 4±63910-04 .0068 5.1811['04 .0076 ! 5000 .500
O 282 S69 1.615 .312 4.034F-04 .0059 4.8808£-04 .0071 5.45306-04 .0080 ±6000 .500 '
283 566 2.807 .279 .5904 .005___4-? .0.Z .-007L '70 -. 00.
-- 91--S7l~'o .931.I200-0-3 .0 0 71 .646-03 .0214 1.63T1I-03 .0239 IOO0 .600
O .-299 566 .881 .203 e.610E-04 .0038 313550(-04 .0046 3.32306-04 .0052 !4000 .600 
300 566 1.363 .240 J.190C-04 .0047 3785656-04 .0056 4.30626-04 .0063 .6000 .600
301 565 3:161 .305 J.917-04 .0057 4.73305-04 20069 83243E-04 .0077 ! 1930 :.600
0' 302 564 7.260 .700 e,991F-04 '011.1 4-03O .016E93 1.21286-03 .0177 !6510 * 
A/C Y/S
C 200 586 30.006 6.-8 O. 0I-o3 0o915 0110851-03 ,118 9.0890:0o3 .1329208 656 32.21 14.6esl .'133F-02 .3119 2.65192-02 .3877 3L01896E-2 .4414
209 692 93.43) 16.856 .588sE-02 .3783 3.259sE-02 .4766 3.7465t-02 .5477
210 662 54.955 9.492 1.394F-02 .2038 171368E-02 .2539 1.980L-00 2 .2895
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I 214 699 5V,631 6.OR? 9,444~0 ,1 381 1,149E_[02 ,1744 1,31377[0 ,20 910 ,
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27650 52:.e3A 1047 I E:OZ-0 . 2200 1!0733E-02 :2739 Z.2:I9E-02 . .113 >. -'/~00 .0 .....
591 43.310 6.04, 0.040E-0 3.17 66 910203 .13 1.282-0
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245 708 66.755 6,H36 1,076F-02 ,1573 1-!3647E-02 ,1995 103760['02 1 
246 700 6d.24b 6,970 1,084E-02 ,1684 173696E-02 .2002 1,3778[-02 20 6
247 690 S4.5j~ S.S31 b.S02[-03 .1243 1 !070SE-02 1S63 1.2297[-02 ,1798 C 11~08 .230
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-_T_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,01 __ .__.,3S
2~1 1--.3'--5) i.592£-02 .227 1 29682-02 .2919 2 .2Ue0-02 .3340 !0300 .3so
0262 675 07.22? 12-210 I.N27C-02 .2071 2!2884E-0Z .3343 2.6153['02 .3824 !10000 .36bo.
263 304 31.0 J:V45 b:7193E:03 .0r5g 6!340689E03 :01,092 7,:061e1[-03 I~033 0 ,0a
267 :611 7o.b5l 11.f 1.40F-02 I23 9.01-2 .1 6 2.409E-2 .36SZ O00 .0
0 ..268 A7 #0844 12.069 i.A0aF-02 .2643' :!26302'022 .3309 205691E-02 .370is !Z0,: .400:
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273 391 34.3/H 3068] 4,90SE-03 .0717 5!02£ 0 073.6, 1['3 0900 0 ,430
'-- 276 6~0 7U.58 7 110024 1*6632-o2 .2432 2?!OOSIfE-02 .30so 20300-2 a 3494 ! O0 05 
284 7~1 H5.008 10.~70 1.6782-02 .2453 2!1212[~~~-02 .3101 2o4442E'02 .357
0 06 686 8.01 .60 L*6K0 2582 2-22OIE'02 .3246 203473E°02 03724 ;50 .02762 7931 I~77 A.2F0 .20 !4310 2990 Z3438E:02 .34276n2 , 14. I~~p 2 :2.11,12 1 !tQ,-S90E:002 2 ;~~~2000 .50o
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293 712 91.714 1003190. 1.636E002 ... 0:23891 .2.0760£-E02 3...0383 2:4030E:002 __:3513 . .... 1000 .350.......
... 296 601 44.775 S.690" 7o9282'03 .1139 9' , 0~09E-3 .1413 I' * 4 2 I9 0 .
303 6g2L 69.106 3.071 7.703E-03 .x138 9.e07E0[-o .1434 t.~7LF- o -~6.0 05AAA 67P 71-941 6-410 .- A~~~AF-A -AQ7 1-0110-1 11.1 I --.. -1 I- .~0JO3 O62 73.3YqJ e.40
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A[OC4AHOIMCI ARNOLD AFS, TENNESSEE
YON K&R#AN GAS DYNAMICS FACILITY ..
SO INCH HYPERS0NIC TUNNEL 6
VI1162 .....
-- RUN __UNFZUU KllOL AL .... Mo VE&" I  L[UALPHA;NO0[k &LPHA;S~C~UH ALPHA-PR[U'~0'~~N -1 R U-L~M0L yAW
Ab 23 a0 GOC 8.00 RSS!3 1343 9!64 1!6-30 8.0e
l-lhF P-iNF 9-10F V-F 6-INF 114-1 U-iNF RE/FT 04REF-FR SUR SWTC
A IDE6 A) IPSIA1 (Phi&)J lFf/SECI (SLUGS/FT3) (LO-b[C/FT2! IFt°1l IIIm ,009FT! 40i .009FT) POSITION .......
~.9_7t~ ~~_..JObq ___J2925_~__ JA07 7S.- ~ 70~~[0 3S. f 6,023E 02 2!214[F-n2 
A0 TC NO TV 01dC! U-001 "(TO) fiIT61/MREF "497. ~9TOI/H~EF Hi.GSTO1 HJ~sSTOl/MRE ........
FUSELAGE
A/L PHIA I 413 200,42ff 30.443 b,266E-02 ,7710 6,*$31£-02 g.956 7,2728E-02 1,0660 
3 SSS 39.914 1.*45 V.449F-03 305S 1,1391-0186160 62395E02 .186
0% lb 557 46.Z00 a.6?e .0E- 2 .609 1!3237£-2 o 11940 10~7Se -02 .2163 07
9556 4q.446 8.293 I.0WF-02 . 1044 1.9698£-02 .1061 1041S4E-O0204 07 3.0
... 6555 3fiS64 7,191 v0124£-03 .1~36 1,1006E-02 ,1613 1,2267E-02 ,i79a !0226 60 a00........
7 552 31.910 5.955 I.S34E-03 .1104 9!0762£-03 .1330 i .0111E'02 .1482 24 9 0.
e..551_.z~4 _~~ _.0£ 0ya .ovo._..]Au o 09.%--_8.3211E-03. _ 1220 . 027_2.0_
9 549 ?2,3613 *,21 b*3V47-03 ,0791 6,4927E-03 ,0952 7,2289E'03 ,1060 07 15.0
I~ i0 5481 19,*e2 3,7?6 4,606F-03 ,0667 S6384£-o3 ,0826 6,2761E-03 02:27 18.0
12 SSS 32.6,e¥ 6.003 1*719F-03 .1131 9.3040£-03 01364 1.0369E°02 .1520 -53
_13 S54 31.401 5.853 1.417E-03 .1067 0.9385E-(03 .3160 9.9Ssg/E'02 1 460 !0543 30.000I~-- 14 S5~3 27,2b.d 5.093 0~.433E-03 ,094.3 /~?0SE03 ,1 8,33E0 ,12605 :113 R:63 GE 3 266 t:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!543 60,000*
15 .551 0,3.J,,es-_.._OV30-03 Q!0V0~ ~:ejI60L-Q3 .9052___b6.773E'03 ---- 0949 !0 543___90,000 ,
16 549 1S.000 2./99 J,526F-03 ,0017 4,2447£-03 ,0622 4.7260E'03 ,0693 !0543 1o00
I 543 101.79j 20191 e.756£-03 00404 3.31S7U:0 .0486 3.6907E°03 o 0541 . .S043 150.000....
IS S47 11- I0.I 9 .81 .372E-03 .0Ja 2-63S3E o3 .410 3.116A3E0 .0466 !0543 8.0
ZO 6S4 24.S0" 4.579 >.7o6E-03 .0~49 6.98S32£-03 . 1024 7.7841E-03 .114L 070
23 55Ss 19.V51 3,7?3 o,725E-03 ,0693 S,6963E-03 ,0039 6,3486E-03 ,0930 21030 O.....
_..4. 556- O~~._,~ -4,092E£~OJ - j0~ IT -975E-03 -0866 __6.S135£'-03 ,0963 ~ !1[030_--150:0000
25 5SS 17,40e 3,261 e,1*17-03 °ObU1 4,~998£-03 ,0732 5.5649E-03 ,016[ 6 o, a
40 26 556 16,920 3,151 -,010E-03 ,05886 4-8343L-03 0 709 5,3603E-03 00790 -00 4.0 
27s S5 15,~ 2,9001 J,6114E-003 ,00t40 4,440I£°03 .0651 40949SE-03 00725 ! 10310 6,0:000
la 9S4 .13.310 2.495 J.164E'0 . 0464 3.8136L-03 .0559 4.249SE'03 .06233. 0
· 29 553 11.251 2.0re d*654F-03 .0309 3.19811[-03 ,0469 30563oE-03 ,0522 !1030 90.000 ....
31~. 04,_ .V 70¥__._.Je00~4 ._8o E-03 ,0~4I 12X50]E-01L.____0330 -2.5052E'03 . .0367 -- 1030 .120e000.
33 540 5.4td 1.o14 1.275F-03 .0i67 1.5347£'03 .0025 1.7082£-03 .0250 -1030 1SO.000
· 35 548 4.J2a .766 V.630E-0o .0141 1!1507£-03 .0170 1.2ff47£-03 o0109 !1030 tOO.000 ... 0
la S~8 12./54 2.3813 J,-038E-03 00445 3,605SE-03 ,0517 4,0877E-03 ,0599 21430 0
41 5%8 0o450 t~dl: ;e,30!E-03 ,0:33 2!7844E-03 ,46 3,10750E03 ,0455
42 5~8 6.0el 1,661 g,117g-05 .0310 2,5530~-03 o~~~~~~~~~~~:0374~ 2 8475E-3 , 0 1 16990 15,0010'
43SS_8 7,649 -- I5 13 9,08F09) .02u3 4.3259Eo103 o04~_ e53~0 _,090 3.......
-- 44 NA8"-6.916 - -I I 1'- MF g-3 .0260--2-1374E S0 o 0313 2o30J33E-3 034369G
· 45 557 6.14-1 1.1,0 1.5o2E-o3 .oZ2o 1o0110E-o3 0 265 2:606191C:03 0296 !,16990 60.0000*46 S556 S.060d . ~ 73 1.37£-03 01l 10 1- 3 021 1 0660- 3 .244 !60 70Ts go
47 556 3.~7 .733 ¥31SE-04 ,OI 1.13E-3 .0163 1.2519E-03 .0183 !-1690 90.000
49 555 2.4ed .470 o.062£-04 .00BY ?-!30646'04 .0107 8o1426E-04 .0119 1690, 120.000 *
__.S 554 1.4ell .244 J, 723£-04_ 05 4,8~9__.06 __,9? 6E-0j__...0023 ~~1690._150,009__
53 5S3'--,93~ -174- ¢.209~00 ,0032 2,6613£-04 ,0039 2096S26-04 ,0043 21690 18Q,000
· .400 1556 7.061 1,318 I,67SF-03 ~0946 2,0201E-03 , 0296 2,2519E-03 0 330 !2420 00
401 5Ss 5.413 1.010 1.?8i2F'01 .OIbe 1.54S7E-03 .0227 1.7227E'03 .0252 ?2420 IS.000
5o 54 4.411. .663 1.095F-03 .0160 1.3195£'03 .0193 1.6704E'03 .0216 . .!2420 30* 0000
· 403 SS4 3.&3. .6fe o.594E-04 00120 1.0358E'03 .01s2 1.1542E'03 .0169 !24200 6S0 ....
_~~ 0 S.~~~8!t-L!2n2 -I Z.OS~~~~~~~yE-Q~~ _ Q0031 -2420.._.60.009,5 ,4 3.7.5 . o~, o.247,-04 ,0121 V.9362E-04 .0140 1,10,,E-03 .0162 !2420 ,s.ooo
·~80~/.:~ 552 2.271~~~~.-424 .. .3651-04 . .00079 6!-4619E'04 ,0095 7;1977E'04 00105 . ... 2420 90,000 -..........- O
400 SS2 1.194 .239 J.025E-04 *0044 3.0434E-04 .005~ *o0581E-04 .0059 ! 2420 120.000410 5491 .6~ .1 1:11..~2 0 .0022 I.346E'04 .0027 2:0427E'04 .0030 . . !2420 15O.000
41 b a4 551 .00 1363£-04 .020 1!6395~'4 .004 ] .248E-04, .0027 !2420 IS0.000 .....
6_1]. 554 ,5__,O l.313f2__L..?i0E-3 , 0254 2,968E-Q3 ~e307.--.2o336SE:03 ,034; . -230--- 0
-- 414''S3-'6.014' 1.2ql 1,528['03 ,0224 1~041£ 0 * 70 2:0S12,E'3 .00 .2030 IS.000
· 415 552 4. .02 91 1:.165[:03 .07 .05E'3 .206 ].5629E'3 .0229 ! 203 3 0.0 0
416 5~t 2.73% . 540 o26~-04 .0102 e.3408E-04 .0122 9.2900E-04 .0136 !2030 15.000
417 S$J O.60u loltG t.,1404E-03 .0206 1.0917Eo03 .0248 1.8847E-03 .0276 -2030 60.000
· 10 553 8.1~ A7 e0.241E'03 .0J28 2.6999E°03 .0396 3.0081E'03 .0441 !2030 75°000 '
__419 549 ?. 2a __te . . . E-4._..09 . . . ~7010 .OJ .84-~_ 132 -2030- 90.000
420 SSG' 3.54ff .614 /.7407-06 .0113 0.31891-04 .0137 1 .0327E'03 .0152 .2830 10S.000
·421 547 i.212 .205 Z.578£-04 .0038 3!1012['04 .0045 3.49114E'04 .00SI !2830 120.000 . . *4Z2 5.S :/'0.3 ~72-O4 .0S 201E0 .0030 · 2.3043E'04 .0034 !2e30 3-0
423 S44 Sb3 II I 1491F'04 .0022 1-7927E°04 *0026 1.9942£-04 .0029 !2030 IS0,000
40 425 542 ,7~0 .141 1.764£-04 .0026 2;1194L-04 .0031 2.3569E-04 .003S -2830 100.000
.__426 SSS N.eg)_1-422 I _L.t0-03___ 0461, 1:754E::13 .319___2.4243£-003 ... .0 35S _ _ _yJ160 . I a
427 S54 6*426 1.293. 1.639E-03 .0240 11!9752E'03 .0289 2,2009E-03 .0323 !3160 15.000
00 420 5~ 3 4.753 .9)6 1o211E-03 .0177 1!4589E'03 .0214 1.625SE-03 .0238 !3160 30*000429 552 2:6314 :W05~ 6,:64OF07'6 , 07 70004 ,017 89 E04,01341 !3160 4S:000
430 S52 3.2JS .6P0 73/ -04 .1is 9!4388'0 . 013 1.S3E'03 .0S !316 6 0.431 5~1 3.4~b .6HI 0.601E-04 -0126 i.03S/E'~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~03 0 12 1.1S35[-03 .0169 !3160 75.000
... 432 SS2 6:54A__I1:13]_-1:433C' ___,020 1__*7258£E 3__ ___,,0Z53__..I9Z24E-0J _ ...282 231S0 90,006.
433 546 .454 "I,~ I.121F:04 .0016 1-3483E'04 °0020 ] .S004E'04 :.0022 ! 3160 10S.00040 .434 548 5.Ats .9,13 1.149E-0 .0160 1~? 2-J *2J 1:S306E:03 0 226 .3160 120. 000
43S 54 1014 .Z1 I ,6;:-04 ,0030 l 3~6E-04 0 046 3,577-4 ,0051 23160 3s,0
436 SIB .34I .06 o.117-F0S .0013 1.U7336£-04 .00is 1.140.61E'04 .00517 !3160 ]SO.000
a 4J7 518 .30 .:070 ¥,HF050011~ 1.16242£- 0 ,0017 1,2514E'-04 .0018 !3160 16-S,000
... 4J0 -8 ) 1. .IS ... a9 4 _-.; . ?09 .... _a!31449~A-0 ...0030..- 2.6QS8£'04 ....00J0 . .....3160 ]00.000
439 S59 13 ! .469 1.8137-03 .0215 2-260S[-03 .0331 2.5209£°03 .0369 *3540 0
440 sis 6.2341 I.d,14 1.630f-03 .023V 1!9644E-03 .0280 2.1694E-03 .0321 !3540 IS.000
441 ~5S 5.lff, i.04/ 1.3537-03 .0196 J!0310e'03 .0239 1.8176E°0J .0266 .3S40 30.000I 442 S3 350 .) .4r0 l) . 06553 3,050 .7J~ ¥.0457-06 .0133 1!~~~~~~~~0899E-03 06 1.2143E°0J .0170 _.3540 4S.000
0 443 5~1I I.?eo6 ,11 e.667t-04 .0039 3.2116[-04 .0047 3.5768£-04- .0052 .3S40 60.000
444 Ssa.1 J .0Ji,3g a. O74 7-04 .0!~l10__92 7237E-Pk - .014 3__.1 . 00130Eo3 . ...0159 . ...3500 75,g000_
449 S53 'A. bi6 -- I .04S _'2e. 092-03 .Q9:0, 03,6S 2:7940E:03 o01 3S5400 90,000
! ) 446 S47 2.21d ,394 O.945E'-04 ,002ds S!4S~0 08 668[04 0,00 9 7 4 0S00, I
447 545 1.*0i .263 J.294E'04 .0040 3.9601£'04 .00536 4.40S6£'04 ,0065 !3540 120,000
440 519 J.SS6 .o71 o.14F:04 .0123 1.0101e'03 ,0108 1.1225E'0J .016S !3540 13S.000
0 b SIG53 .3,0 ,73 09961-05 , 0013 1.077SE-04 ,0016 1,1958£-04 ,001 !35540 G6O00
_451 5'J5 1.561 .27 J.678£-94 .QOS4 4 .4 1lIE 04 . I_._.J05 40097E-04___..007 _ !3340...0 000
4-'-'* '560 "*,9;--E--'-;Q-3 06 21SE0 .0313 ,385SE-003-- , 03SO0 !300o
454 S%9 S.~ff5 1o105 1.410£-03 .0207 1702 0 .29 8 4E 32 t : 000
4~5 ss9 S.609 1,042 A,270E-03 *0117 1,S419E'03 *0226 1,7196E'03 ,02S2 !3800 4S,000
456 SSS iUe3 -)l0 J.93SF.'04 200S6 4¶7442E'0Q4 ,00740 S:2677E:-04 ,0078 !3800 60,000
457 S%9 7661 1.391 &076f ,03 60 /2,1427E'03 , 03] ~ ,3 99E 0J ,0350 !3800 7S,000
1.02-0 *12 1.3282E-03 .0195 ].4799E-03 .021!30 I5.0
· 460 5~0 l.VJ6 ~~~~~~.356 4.49SE-04 . .0066 5!4119E'04 .. 0079 6.0263E'04 .0066 - 3000, 12o.,"000
461 S48 2.3]0 ,433 b.440~'06 ,0060 *!SSSIE'04 ,0096 1,2960E-04 ,0107 !31000 13S,000
462 543 ,303 *069 e,671E'05. 70013 I!0491E'04 ,001S I.IS90E'04 ,0017 _-3S0 ,0
/ 464 S46 1oS09 .306 30.632('04 .000S6 4.6019E'04 .0060 0.127AE-04 .007S !30000 IS0.000 ~d
GRWOUP--
is~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
A[UC(&NO.)NC.) ARNOLD ASt TENNESSEE
yON KAM#AN GAS DYNAMIlCS FACILITY
so INCH ViPEwSuN IC TUNNEL0
V1 162
RUN '*CONFTG '-'HODEC ... ?4A'~ k ... PO-PST) --- O'[A '~HHE--AP&SLTR-"~NiRBEb*-AL-ODE--¥¥
· 23 a UO¢ a. 00 854.3 1345b 9.64 13!li6 23.00 I60.000 eO 
T-INF P-INF Q-IfF V-INF RHO-IMF MU-INF PE/FT "REF-FR $TCR SWITCH
·(DEG RI 4PSIA) (P$14) (FI/SEC) (SLUb-S/FT3) ILd'b£EC/FT2) (FI'I) (A- ,009F7) (IN ,009FT) POSITION
·TC NO TW DINCT 6-001 M(TO) M(T0)/MHkE Pl,9lO! H(,910)/HREF' fi(,5To) HI.oST0)/HR[F 
"'FUSELAGE
·' 106 SS59 S.7~2 1.133 1.441r-03 o0211 I.l1fi9E-03 .0255 109391[-03 .0284 !4400 PHI0
_ 107 559 _9,711f J....J --- _..g160L-03 -00117__2s06Q2E03 __ 0392 __2.9046£'03 -.. 0426 . ...14400 30.0000.....
10 56 3.100 :.Jv 1.4?3c-0 .Ollo 9.00")E-04 .0132 1,0040E-03 .0147 ?4400 60.000
·1 010 S.)) 3,41? .b-e 0.0s1[-4 ,0110 V.69ftIE-04 .0142 1.001040-03 .0156 ?4400 90 .000. 
Ito SS1 II.Il *SJe *.?53F-04 .0062 S*1200[-04 .0070 9.70111-04 .00054 ,4400 120O. 000
Ill S46 .6J~ .118 t~~la .4132F-04 .0022 1.7630L-04 .0020 1.9646[-04 .0029 -4400 1SO.000
· I1~1 549 Z. il I! o. IISF-04 .0498 0.011O*[-04 .01,10 6.9947E-04. .0132 ,4400 160.000%
113 561 5.004 1*01e 1,29VL-03 __010...1~7L0 °20 176g0 0256 ....... &80 a .....
14 562 )2.21%, J.?00 d.Al0F-01 .0412 )?10?22-03 00497 3.7846E-0) cO5tS .4060 3To300
T0 I)S S ~6 2.114 .0.95 b.771£004 .0092 7.1)I66L'04 .0111 6.4d41~-04 .0124 ?4060 00.00a -0
116 514 ie.4tj .44.4 1.6lI-04 .Off) 6.639-it-04 .Oleo 7.6196[-04 .0112 !4880 90.000
11 ) S I. ii~ .209 X.6322°04 .OOJ9 ).1685[-04 .0046 3.SZ600-04 .0052 ?4080 120.000
Ile S46 V.,0 .01~ e.?9/[-04 .0 034 2.76162-04 .0041 3.0761E-04 .0045 .4080 I50.000 ~
11.l9 547 . ,l . ...645 G0~ 0 . . . 01_ z~6-04...04._J02 ' _ 0159 ........ lo6 160,000
1Z0 S43 4.11~1 *¥%0 l.??6F-03 o180 1.40EM032'O *0ILY 1.6bi9E'03 00242 ?S200 O
12 !1 S66 J.)6l ,or0 o.6731-004 .0l2? 1.0482E'03 .0154 1.110J£'03 .0172 !SSO0 a
122 069 10.%40 't0133 e.74#7-03 '0401 3.3237(-03 .0'07 3.7128E-0.3 .0S** !S500 30.000
1 573 22:3101 4:0850 %P.9451 :03 7OOl 7-19316E:03 .lOS5 8.0416I[E01 .17 !5500 43.000
· 12 563 4a3 ?.786 O 3.070 O,04 1,2138£-03 .037 .S4ZE-OJ 0,099 !6500 60,000
_ 19. 59 _ J..o2096~____.__.02-4 LJ1O13 11850*S£E-0- .0125 -9.442IIE-04 .0395500 Ts.000.
126 S56 3.v .73. I106SE-04 .0107 8.'/S66£-04 .0128 9.7636E-04 .0143 .SSO0 62.500
·127 SSI 2 0Ji .5370 4.702[-04 ,0010 15.7336E-04 0 e4 60364"e0£'4 009 500 9.
129 550 I.60~1 3.I3I 1527F-~04 *.002 1:.0363[-04 .0027 2 :.0 4,682E004 .00301 ;5500 120 . 000
130 4 .IS .40 *.742-04 .0064 S 261BE-04 .00717 565E0-4 0.a5006 .o 0 ISO.000
· 121 S148 4Z .787 ¥.076F-04 .0145 1.1681E-03 .01TO 1.3223E-03 .0194 .5S00 180.000
-1.60c-1 .015 ;4?8E-O, -139 1,050S[-03. - 01SS __ 5e6o 0
134 S66 6.0604 .643 6.252C-04 *o121 094736E-04 .0146 101136E-03 .0163 .6250 60.000
· ..136 S360 3.130 .Sd /.461[-04 .0109 9,0046E-04 .O) 104[03 014 6 207 .0..
138 SS? 3.117- .59a /.S19F'O4 .ollo 9.0673£-04 .0133 1*01062-03 .0148 .6250 90.000
I'll SS! 1067 .211 1.465F-04 .0021 1!;638E-04 _ .00026 ] .9040E-04 .0029 .62S0 12o.000
· * 41 S49 S135 .4 J.097F-04 .0045 3!T277E-04 .0005 401498E-04 .00h1 .6250 15o.000 '
142 SSO_ 4.992____9?9__,.167F003 .01[1 ].90509-0_ _ _.___t204- 1#642-03 .0229 ~ 06250 .l60.000
143-571 j.~ .....6-' 544- -1.0o£-;04 .0103 0.s113£-04 .012S 9.5117E-04 .0139 - .6600 0
·_. 144 5 70 2.d615 ,429 boS37fo04 .0061 6!7002E-04 ...0098 70463E)[°4 .OilO 07000 0 
145S753 7o391 .921 1.192E-03 .01?S 170.436E003 00212 1o6140E-03 .023T 07000 30.000
146 S67 1.984 °340 4.4S0F-04. .0060 573804E-00, .0079 6.0064E'04 ... 0066 .. 7000 60°000 .
· ..1,0 561 3.303 .629 U,027F-04 .0116 97o091E-04 .0142 1.0806[-03 Al1so .7000 75.000 0
49 560 _.4.920 .920__&.1 72E'93 - OT I m1T-O) .0207 15T67Er03 __.023I_- 7 000 .2~0_ 
Ito 558 3.84eo . 7 1 3SF-04 .0134 1!1018[-03 .0162 1.2284E-03 00160 .7000 90.000
· ...152 553 .?SO .140 1.764E-04 :00026 271249E-04 ::0031 2.367.011-4 '.00035 !7000 120.000·
IS) -- SSI .994- .185 e.331E-04 3004 2.0062£-04 304 )12480 E.0046 .7000 ISO.000
154 $53 6.431 1.163 1.4602-03 * 0215 1./680£-03 .0259 1.9693E-03 .0289 .7000 8.0
· ..Its S10 Z.9at 0.7" o*]80E'04 .0091 /.4/70E'04 .0110 6.3040E'04 .0122 ;7340 ...
,4~3 o.~2.[~94 ,~.~7~~.016 ,, ]]64 . 02 7 06 0___.,13Z7700 ..... . O.
S7.1 4.324 .71/1 -0:73E2-0. .01 i1124E-03 .0165 1.2543E-01 .018, .7 700 30,000
·~0~ 566~~~~S 2 338 .4)9 t. 38£-04. .0079 675130£-04 .0090 7.2724['04 .0107 !?700 60.000 
15 I9 S41 4.414 .UOI &.0WE-03 .01S0 1.2336E-03 .0161 1.37602'01 .0202 .f~00 90.000
160 S550 .6J.4 lil 1.462F-04 .0021 1./610E-04 .. 0026 1.9677[-04 .0029!T012.0
· ''161 S$S .. 4. .135 1.704£-04 .002S 2-0530E-04 *0030 2.26??E-04 * 0034 !?"700 I0 .00
$66 57 6,480_. I.J76 . ..4E- , 09 17986E-03 .... ,0264 -2.,00*0E'OJ____ OZ94. . 77700.I60,000o
13S61 2.36S .401 n~.1%9-04 .0076 6.2381E-04 .0091 6.96632-04 .0102 .0000 0
·164 566 2?331H .41f *.305E'04 *0079 07S09S['04 .009S 7.2602['04 .010T .0100 00
165 S66 2.b54 .371 4,H5OL-0* .0071 5-.0664E-04 .0086 6.5526L-06 .0096 !6300 30*000
160 $65 2.21/1 .41S t-.3)10-04 .0078 6.4#2S4E-04 .009* 7.1727£-04 .010S !8620 0
167 563 2.01H .400 ,~.120E-04 .0076 6t1031[-04 .0091 6.899TE-04 .0101 !0900 0 CJ
_1~66.565S-. 1,00 _.,P.-!...~7 d__./[01k _!00 70 S!76LO ,0080 6,40[' -_.0 .... _ _ 6950. 30,000 -
169 S64 2.1Ifo .174 q.794E-04 .0010 5!79162-04 .0080 6.404?[-04 .0095 !0900 60.000
· 7 5T 61 4.211 .800 1,0712-03 .0100 1!'2122£-03 .0181 1.3746E'O) .0202 .8950 90.000
171 SS9 .947 .17/ e.?252-04 .00)3 2.7160£-04 .0040 ).02900-04 .0044 ,950 10000
172 S60 ?.605 .50~ 6.396F-04 .0094 7.7176£-04 ,911]3 .6077£-04 .0126 !ugso 1SO.000
M 171 562 1.O~. .354 ~.S23F-04 .0066 5.4610£-04 .0080 6.01129E-04 .0069 .92a0 0
UPPERi CANARO SUHFACg
0 X~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/C Y/S
350 ST6 6350? 8.10 1.054E'02 .1b45 1.277CE'02 .1677 1.2674E-02 .2094 0 .2S0
351 S51 13.632 1.306 1.6452-03 .0241 1.960I2-03 .0290 2.2060[-0) .0323 .2500 .2S0
)S 35 546 3.7¢d .642 0.072F-06 o 01181 9.63609-04 .0141 I.0720E*03 .0107 .9O000 .200
30~_._540 ..... },S~___.t~?~__~.e~O[~P~ 90.~0 4.9820[-04 ° 0060 ~,~370~0~..-----060 4100000___250
357 578 94.9/3 9.226 1.204F'-02 *116S 1.45982-02 .2]40 1.6336E-02 .2395 0 .00
' 3... 0 549 17.701 1.652 e.07E-03 _ 3,004 Z!4972E-03 ,0366, . ?7797[-03 ,0*06 !2000 ,S00
3S S42 5 383 .830 i1.034f'0 3 0152 1!2423E'03 .0 182 1.3814E'03 .0203 .50O0 *S00
. .360 539 2.6*7 .455 %..650E-04 -. 0083 6.7827/-04 .0099 7. oS12E04 ... 0111 . .!7000 .S00
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~LOWER CANARD SUAFAC~ 
.A/C _y/$
-- ] ~6~5/"--I~ ~/~ 4 1.S~~~~60-6 1'9- -'.027a 2.284SE-03 .033S ?.6 9-0.37!2S0 .2S0
I *...355 546 4.0el .990 1.?277-03 .0100 A!4746[-03 .0216 1.6407[-03 .0241 . s~ooo .2500
3S6 S42 2.323 .421 b.247E-04 .0077 6,302?[-04 .009? 7.0068[-0, .01 03 !7000 .250
3 61 S50 19.5Si. 1.8T7 e.362F-03 o0346 2!04342-03 .0417 3.]609[-03 .046* !2500 .O00
362 541 7.1e1 .970 h.218F-03 .0179 1.4629E-01 .021' 1o6264[.-03 .0238 !SOO0 .S00'
IS 592 /$.91b 7.422 ¥.0)54['03 -1445 171996£'02 ' .7059 1.3609E°02 .1973 0 .100
176 562 1 0. 34 1 .044 1.334E'03 .0196 1.61OIE'03 . 0236 ! .79660-03 .0263 !1000 iO00
17 7 SS8 5.177 .49e 6.32IF-04 .0093 7;6228f'04 .0il? 8.4980£'06 .0125 -2500 .O00
178 566 1.531 .147 1.858[-04 ,00k7 2:2364E2-04 . 9.33__ .__ 4940E'04 ~ 01;5OQO-- 
la) 560 19.4113 l.6?t e.39i(-03 .03hi 2.06S1[-03 .0423 3.21/92-03 .0472 !1000 .2S0
-- 182 SS8 10.44b 1-004 1.776E'03 -0187 1,b167E'03 .0226 1*7194E'03 .0252 !2500 . :5
163 553 4.84S .465 ~.9ooE-o* .00016 7!0ri?(-04 .0106 7.8771[-04 .oils .SOOO .250
__.)4 SSO ,7SS .j0 ~L_g .1~4_1-_4 .[Rl-2.S43119-f4 - .0o-- 37 2-032Z9-0t_ 00D2 .S00____2S30
-e-60i"--~2~.1'6~ 1 320 ol93 1~4934E-02 .2190 1.6761£-07 ?0 - 0 .o
16S63 22,340 2,164 !.753E-03 . ..04904 )!32602-03 . .. ,40? 3,71012'03 ,064 tl0 SO ..
18/ 560 10./5S 1.035 1o3107-03 0 193 1!5903£-3 .0233 1.7736E-03 .0260 !2-000 :,O.
Ise 556 6.2,?$b~ ,6 1./62?-06 ,0112 9,19572E'0 ....0135 1o0749E-03 ,0100 .. 000 .,000 ....
.... 189 SS? 4.2?4 .410 b.]6SE-06 .. .0076 6;2194E-01. .009T 6.926S[°04 .0102 .7S00 .SO0O~
191 S64 33.422 3.224 q.131F-03 .0606 4*69102-03 * 0?3? S5.708E'03 .0817 ! lOO0 .750
19 559 12.977. 1.249 1.690[-03 ... 02133 1!9101E-03 __,0o261 __.2....39E0-o3 ...,0314 ... ?O .7500 ...
193 SSS 7.017 *67* O.53SE-04 .012S 1!0267E-03 ,0161 ] .1464E'03 .0168 *S000 .7S0
-- 190 SS2.. 4.573 ... _.'34 ._. 527[700 - -.....101__ e66i0_-- -.09.__J1*,% __0 ...... 7S00 ..,754.........
GOUoP i - -7-
A ~~~~~~~~~~~AEOC(AROiNC.) ARNOLD AFS. TEfiNESS2~ 
WON KAR#AN GAS OYNAHICS FACILITY ''
So INCH MfPERSONIC TUNkEL B
041' VT1162 *~
RUTN --]%MDlbT][~ " MA~k"'~CH ha PO P314 ! Lu D N ALPHA-VODEL 4L:IA- ~C0 LH;~~I-"~OL#~ L y W
4~ 23 e GOC noO0 856,2 1344 9. 0 13.16 2 006.0
T-IhF P-INF GelhF V-INF RHOoINF #U'INF REMF MREFoFR SIFR SwiTcH
' 4B GE RI IPSIA! 4PIP14 (FF/SEC! ISLUGS/FT3) ILU-'~EC T21 (FT;'I) JR. ,009FTI JRs -0009FT) POSITION......
L'
UpPER vING 5UAFACg
. 4C T/S .....
·201 SSI 5.449 .b~4 ,1A.12'f06 ,0119 9.7772E-00 o0143 !,0~88B-03 00159 * 10 .0
... 202 _552__,0 .?__66.0 , *_--_-O-4To.L...-003 ,2e7 E°04 -0092 00 .1
203 558 .460 *0,41 1.23~2-04 o0010 A1*4666E-04 ,002a 1,657S-04 .0024 ! 3300 - 10
4b 204 55S ,422 o0fi* 1,066E-06 ,001G 1t~SS-04 .e0019 1.4326E°04 .01too .0
205 551 ?oe7 .OS2 0,531F'5 .00010 7.b646E-09 ,0012 8,75882'05 00013 !00 .0
206 554 .711 o124 I.523F'04 .0023 1!~9SOE'04 __0020Z 2.1114E'04 o0031 ... T00 0 0 ....
'* 20T SSG ,701 ,06/ Uo~52F-09 oO0l~ 1;o174£-04 0001S 1,13282o04 ,0017 ;9100 .,l0.....:
- ...231.- 552_.,42_.,1~_ 4120 ,tgo ls068E-Q1 ~ a 1,9011-03 - 027A load0___250
232 S$3 1.136 ,224 g,9832-Qb ,0041 3o412S£-04 ,0050 3,8014E-04 ,0056 !1O 
· 233 SS% ,916 IA .w~ *5E'Oq *0035 Z-8390~-04 ,0042 3.161SE'O04 .0046 - 5 ..
234 SS2 .6q5 * 129 1.633E-04 000e* 1.9666E-04 ,0029 2,I903E-04 ,0032 60 zS
235 552 .3i4 0024 J*003F'0S .00004 3.6175E-09 .e000S 4002952'05 ,0006 ;30 .5
... 236 551 .Too o 05~8 /,242F'5 ,0011 0;727SE-05 " 0011 9,71099205 .004-60 .. b
.237__S*9_,50 ~ 0~Q1__.I63E-05 ,Oa 6 i.5'0_._.0f., ~,~? 05. ,01
238 548 .SeT .04 b.719E as ,0000 6,8806E'05 .0010 T,6583E0 ,0011 910 25
· 27A 553 14,876 10973 9.446E'03 ,0366 3.0066E-03 ,0440 3.3496E0035 ,0491 . ... 0l00 0500...
280 554 2oZI/ .q3S b.53SE-04 ,00UI 6.6690E-01~ .0098 7,4300E'04 ,0109 !4000 0500
281 S53 20564 o451 b.7T)3E'04 ,0085 6.9677E-04 ,0102 7,7625E'04 ,0Oil*00 50
~ 282 S5' 1 .8 03 ,3q6 #,318E'04 .0064 5;2753E-04 .00077 S.8716E-Ob .0086 60 o
· 2e3 550 _1.6jo . 51 1..973E-04- ,,0-009. 2,355-04 ~f003% .- o64S0£-04 :2039 -------- ;770._~o --- S.
29T 559 Z4o446 3.253 q,144E-03 ,0607 5.u005E-03 00732 5,5767E-OJ .87O299 552 2.Z~I .509 6,4z)E004 . 00* ?361E-0O 001J ,6XT2
300 5~4 loVU .339 *.793f-04 ° 063 5;1120E-0 4 0075 5,7621E-04 0 084:1000"', - .0030 2.3149E-04 'G*600 060301 550 1.432 ,13l 1,72720-04 ,0025 a.0790E°04 ,0000 2,31432'04 ,0034
0 302 S*~ I.1e2 ,ill 103972'04 ,0020 1;2814e'0o .00025 1.61162'OA 02? ~ 81 .0
...................... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LO-ER ¥1AG. SU~fACIL
A/C Y/S
·20 0 SAT SO0*4t0 7.#A86 1.01SE02 :14bT 1,222732-02 .1,~Tg 1.37062002 ,2007 0 .0208 S62 26.19h 4.°11 b°?15F-03 ,083T 6.900)E-03 .1011 7.6987E-03 .10-oo .0209 562 ?1.5~130 3:,hYe 4,72T[-03 ,092 0.072£-03 .00936 6o36764-03 03!2
2 0 573 9.9 159] g.066[-0) 0303 ' 50232-03 .0366 2.r9752-03 .0410 30 10,
211 570 8.744 i.521 ._~.912f-93 ,9219 ~*3863[o03 ,~)5Q. a6663E'3 ,391. 1.0 -40 ___t150
-- 1 ~I S66 *6.644-....249 l.00'3 *02 4--I93362'03 ,0283 2.1 82E'03 ,316 s
213 563 5.ell 1,I~ ieI.SE°O :00222 1-83.04E:03 .268 2,304272'003 ,299 .
214 SSy 14.34¢) 1. 310 1o?52F-03 0 257 2.11I8SE0 :00309 203552- 02.034S !9100 ,1.00
215 561 13:33S 4,262 ..9~0 0892 7!3539Eo03 1 07 82041E:03 .1202 0 ,1502IG S66 44.755 b 33~ o eq~ 0 ,1003 0*2014E 03 0,12 9,264-0 0135 OO 1 0 -
275R6 5."769 120q 153-0~ , 0 1-9235E-2'0 ,2W 201557E-O2 _ ,31S7_ 0 __ 200 - ,
224 569 4:6 ',Al-6,5sJ--o**AbF-03' 12'----''i;024S5~02 ,1501 - 1.1446E-02 .1677 " !0500 ,200
22S 565 34.65. 4.92q 6-321f.o03 -0926 T.63812'03 ,1ll9 8.5262E'03 ,1249 I
226 S65 21.907 2.eY9 4.7;0~F-03 ,0545 4;4957E-03 , 065e 5,01882'03 00735 ! 20000 ,2200.
227 568 YHj9 151 I.o .954F-Q3 ,02816 23630Eo03 .0346 2.6396E'03 .038T !4000 0200....
· ..220 564 6.53l 1,.224 &.5682-03 00230 1;09462'03 .027T 2,11462-03 ,0310 -00 .002.94 2.2999_ ~ ~ ~ ~ !60_3 -- 0 ---- ·A2 g 9
59.0 lO'.OJ 15.0542 1,9V4E°02 . 2920 2.4259E-02 .395,3 2.720SE-02 , 3985 0 , 25057 1 so, 82 O.STO-03 Ids: 1!0388E[-22 . .1521 1,1621E'02 , 17202 . ...!0500 .020
-- 240 S66 41.611 *0012 b.160F-03 ... ,75 6.23642-03 ,0913 609628Ee0 3 ,:lo0 ! la00 .25....241 512 10.80? 2.110 dTilE'03 3_ 00 3.361E:03 0484 3,6952E-03 :0S41....240
· "242 54b 8.32,1 1.681 e0159E'03 0 316 2!6094E'03 ,0382 209322'03 .0427 !5000 ,250......4
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